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Abstract

An improvement over the previously known disclosure attack is presented that allows, using statistical methods, to effectively deanonymize
users of a mix system. Furthermore the statistical disclosure attack is
computationally efficient, and the conditions for it to be possible and
accurate are much better understood. The new attack can be generalized easily to a variety of anonymity systems beyond mix networks.
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1.

Introduction

Since the concept of a mix network was introduced in (Chaum, 1981)
the field of anonymous communications has been growing as new systems and attacks are proposed. All mix systems require that messages
to be anonymized should be relayed through a sequence of trusted intermediary nodes. These nodes, called mixes, hide the correspondence
between their input and output messages.
Although originally it was proposed that all participants should act as
mixes, subsequent systems developed and deployed (Möller and Cottrell,
2000; Gulcu and Tsudik, 1996; Danezis et al., 2002) make a distinction
between clients simply using the network, and mix nodes that form its
core. This distinction is observable by an adversary, that sets as his goal
to trace the ultimate recipient of messages injected in the network or
trace back the originators of messages coming out of the network. Using
information present at the edges of the mix network, where messages are
injected or received, the attacker can try to link senders and receivers.
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Such attacks are sometimes called traffic confirmation attacks since they
do not rely on tracing messages through the network.
Another family of well known attacks against mix systems are intersection attacks (Berthold et al., 2000). These rely on the fact that
different messages use the same route through the network to perform
traffic analysis. Kesdogan presents an interesting variant of this attack
in (Kesdogan et al., 2002), where it is applied to a whole anonymity
system. He assumes that a particular user, Alice, sends messages only
to a restricted set of recipients. He then observes that it is possible
by observing the recipient anonymity sets attributed to her messages to
extract information about their ultimate recipients. The attack is generalized by viewing mix networks or other systems providing anonymity
as abstract mixes, since the attack does not rely upon any particular
properties of mixing other than the unlinkability it provides.
In this paper we are going to briefly describe the disclosure attack as
originally presented. A more efficient attack, the statistical disclosure
attack, will then be presented. It requires less computational effort by
the attacker and yields the same results. An analysis of the applicability
and efficiency of the statistical disclosure attack, and a discussion of its
relevance to other systems beyond the formal model is included.

2.

The Disclosure Attack Revisited

The formal model on which the disclosure attack is based is quite
simple. A single mix is used by b participants each round, one of them
always being Alice, while the other (b − 1) are choosen randomly out
of a total number of N − 1 possible ones. The threshold of the mix is
b so it fires after each of the round’s participants has contributed one
message. Alice chooses the recipient of her message to be a random
member of a fixed set of m recipients. Each of the other participants
sends a message to a recipient chosen uniformly at random out of N
potential recipients. We assume that the other senders and Alice choose
the recipients of their messages independently from each other. The
attacker observes R1 , . . . , Rt the recipient anonymity sets corresponding
to t messages sent out by Alice during t different rounds of mixing. The
attacker then tries to establish which out of all potential recipients, each
of Alice’s messages was sent to.
The original attack as proposed by Kesdogan (Kesdogan et al., 2002)
first tries to identify mutually disjoint sets of recipients from the sequence of recipient anonymity sets corresponding to Alice’s messages.
This operation is the main bottleneck for the attacker since it takes
time exponential in the number of messages to be analyzed. The under-
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lying method used is equivalent to solving the Constrains Satisfaction
Problem which is well known to be NP-complete.
The second phase of the algorithm proposed intersects the disjoint sets
found with anonymity sets of messages. When this intersection generates
a set of only one element it is assumed that it is a correspondent of Alice.

3.

The Statistical Disclosure Attack

We wish to use the same model as above to show that a statistical
attack is possible that yields the set of potential recipients of Alice. In
turn this set can be used to find the recipients of particular messages
sent out by Alice.
We define as ~v , the vector with N elements corresponding to each
potential recipient of a messages in the system. We also set the values
corresponding to the m recipients that might receive messages by Alice
1
and the others to zero, therefore requiring |~v | = 1. Observe that ~v is
to m
the probability distribution that is used by Alice to choose the recipient
of its message for each round of the abstract mixing as described in the
formal model above.
We also define ~u to be equal to the uniform distribution over all potential recipients N. Therefore all elements of ~u are set to be equal to
1
u| = 1. This vector represents the probability distribution used
N with |~
by all other senders to select their recipients’ for each round of mixing.
The information provided to the attacker is a sequence of vectors
o~1 , . . . , o~t representing the recipient anonymity sets observed corresponding to the t messages sent by Alice. Each of o~i is the probability distribution assigning potential recipients to Alice’s message during round i.
The adversary will therefore try to use this information in order to infer
~v that, as described above, is closely linked to the set of recipients that
Alice communicates with.
The principal observation underlying the statistical disclosure attack
is that for a large enough set of observations t it holds true that (by
using the Law of Large Numbers):
Ō =

P

~i
i=1...t o
t

=

~v + (b − 1)~u
b

(1)

It is therefore possible, just from the knowledge of the observations
o~1 , . . . , o~t , the batch size b of the mix and the model ~u of other senders
to calculate ~v , the set of recipients of Alice:
~v = b

P

~i
i=1...t o
t

− (b − 1)~u

(2)
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When the vector ~v is reconstructed by the adversary it can then be
used to give an indication on the particular communications partners
of Alice in a round k. The attacker simply multiplies each element of
the ~v vector with each element of the observation o~k of round k, and
normalizes the resulting vector.
r~k =

~v · o~k
|~v · o~k |

(3)

The elements with highest probability out of r~k are the most likely
recipients of Alice’s message k.
The statistical disclosure attack therefore allows an attacker to identify all possible recipients m of Alice’s messages and even further to establish the precise recipients of particular messages in the formal model,
with an arbitrary degree of confidence that, as we will see, depends on
the number of observations t.

3.1

Applicability and Efficiency of the Statistical
Disclosure Attack

The main drawback of the original disclosure attack was its reliance
on solving an NP-complete problem. The statistical disclosure attack
only relies on collecting observations and performing trivial operations
on vectors, and therefore is computationally cheap and scales very well.
Therefore we foresee the collection of observations, and the calculation of
anonymity sets corresponding to messages to be the main computational
bottleneck of an attacker.
It is important to establish the limits of the statistical disclosure attack and calculate the number of observations that are necessary in order
to reliably perform it. We observe that extracting the vector ~v is a typical signal detection problem. The problem therefore is to differentiate
the signal of Alice from the noise introduced by the other senders. In
1
t versus the noise strength of
this case the signal strength of Alice is m
b−1
the other senders that is equivalent to N t. For the signal to noise ratio
to be larger than one we require:
Alice’s Signal
=
Noise Strength

1
mt
1−b
N t

>1⇒m<

N
b−1

(4)

The above bound on m provides the necessary condition for a mix
system following the formal model to be susceptible to the statistical
disclosure attack. It is interesting that Kesdogan arrives to the same
result in (Kesdogan et al., 2002), but proves it in a different way, which
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means that any system that is vulnerable to the disclosure attack is also
susceptible to the attack presented here.
Given that the signal to noise ratio allows for the statistical disclosure
attack to be performed, it is important to calculate how many observations t are necessary to reliably retrieve ~v . This depends on the variance
of the signal ~v and the noise (b − 1)~u.
The observations in Ō corresponding to Alice’s recipients have a mean
1
2
t and a corresponding variance of σAlice
=
proportional to µAlice = m
m−1
1
(b
−
1)t
and
a
variance
t
while
the
noise
has
a
mean
of
µ
=
Noise
N
m2
2
of σNoise
= NN−1
2 (b − 1)t. We should require a number of observations t
large enough for the mean of the signal to be larger than the sum of the
standard deviations, multiplied by an appropriate factor to provide us
with a satisfactory confidence interval.
µAlice − lσAlice > lσNoise
" Ãr
t >

ml

m−1
+
m2

r

N −1
(b − 1)
N2

!#2

(5)
(6)

With l = 2 we have a 95% confidence of correct classification, when
determining if a recipient is associated with Alice or not, while l = 3
increases the confidence to 99%.

4.

Conclusions

The statistical disclosure attack does not simply provide a computational improvement over the disclosure attack, but also presents important new features. The conditions for it to be possible can be expressed
in closed algebraic form, as presented above, and therefore no simulations are required to decide when it is applicable and effective.
An important improvement over the previous work is also the fact
that the statistical disclosure attack can be applied when the probability
distributions described by ~v , ~u and o~i are not uniform, but are skewed.
This extends the attack from being applicable to anonymity systems
that create discrete anonymity sets, to probabilistic systems that provide
anonymity described by the entropy of the anonymity sets, as presented
in (Serjantov and Danezis, 2002). As a result the entropy of the vector
r~k represents the anonymity that a message still has after the attack
has been performed. Therefore the statistical disclosure attack is more
general than the simple disclosure attack, and can be applied to other
models beyond the formal model presented here.
More work can be done on modeling different senders and their corresponding vectors ~u, to construct a more realistic formal model. Even if
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all other senders besides Alice have their own small sets of recipients we
foresee the statistical disclosure attack to still be applicable if different
senders are involved in each round.
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